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Mykola Tetiuk. Interiorization and Empathy Phenomenons as a Part of
Vocalist Non-Verbal Communication Process. Interiorization and empathy
are among those psychological processes that influence the use of means of
non-verbal communication dramatically. Information itself has no value for a
human-being; it becomes evaluated within a person’s intimate context, i. e., an
individual must not only recognize information but also to be able to process
and use it. Interiorization is an act of attainment of information that presumes
its further generalization, verbalization, compacting and bringing to a state,
suitable for usage. Therefore, the interiorization determines realizing information through individual peculiar perceptual mechanisms.
This way the information-perception schema looks like this:
Basic information ĺPersonality ĺRealized information
Ergo, the communication schema section for two interlocutors is like this: 5
Basic information ȺĺPersonality Ⱥĺ
Realized information ĺOutput information Ⱥ
Basic information B ĺPersonality B ĺ
Realized information ĺOutput information B ĺ, etc.

5

Current schemata has a two handed compilation (interlocutors A and B), but is
valid for larger number of interlocutors.
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In vocal performance the stated above means that every link of
communication (i. e. composer, conductor, accompanist, vocalist, etc., and
audience) receives information and passes it to the next link that transforms it
via personal perceptual mechanisms. Musicians study rules of interpretation
that are crucial to minimize the misunderstood range within encoding and
decoding of the information via conventional communicatory elements.
Performer is a «medium» (i. e. «mediator» from Latin) between a composer
and audience. Interpretation of a performer is a way to transmit an author’s
idea or to show a performer’s abilities (it depends on the tasks defined by
performer). An audience takes part in non-verbal communication; despite its
6
responses are not so evident, they are valuable .
Lev Kadtsyn states that audience’s fundamental perception of a musical
piece is based on the intellectual, emotional and associational forms of
consciousness. From the point of view of semiotics, every piece of art consists
of «Text», «Paratext», and «Context.» Intellectual share of perception is
mostly based on «text.» However, «Text» can’t exist in its pure distinguished
form, that’s why paratextual, contextual, and interiorizational deviations
occur. «Text» can never present full extent of information that makes audience
interpret any informational gaps by itself.
Associations play a great part in interiorization and empathy processes.
Primary node (trigger) activation stimulates next nodes. Associations can be of
outer or inner triggering. Associative links between imagination (inner
associative triggers) and emotions are the most valuable for arts. Associative
nodes are crucial in an audience perception of a vocalist’s performance.
Associative triggers such as: mentality, traditions, stereotypes, social norms,
etc., may be widely spread, or be subjective, e. g., personal associations
concerning any parts of an event.
Two main stages of perception and realization of a musical piece can be
distinguished: primary feelings caused by perception itself, and conceptual
ideas, as a result of interpretation of the received primary information.
Vocalists surpass other musicians by the use of lyrics that can have strong
influence onto an audience.
Program music perception can be illustrated with the schema:

Intellectual
Ļ

6

ĺ

Associative
Ļ

ĺ

Emotional
Ļ

Contests, where public and jury’s reaction is restricted are an example of nonresponding audience.
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Though, absolute music is percepted in another way:

Intellectual
Ļ

ĺ

Emotional
Ļ

ĺ

Associative
Ļ

Thence, we may come to conclusion that if a piece has an evident program
(«text»), which is understood by audience, this affects the sequence of forms of
musical perception. On the other hand, if the narrative is faint or isn’t
understood by public, associations are called forth by emotions. This should be
taken into consideration if a piece is sung on a language uncommon for
peculiar audience. The problem of translation is a complicated ambiguous
question that should be treated carefully.
Rejection of an event may be caused by a number of factors including nonvocalist-based reasons. Rejection is mostly expressed via denial (audience
denies certain elements of an event like: arrangement, performer’s interpretation, performer himself, narrative, etc.), or contortion (wrong perception;
often occurs if language performed is unknown).
“Empathy – feeling the other person’s emotion – is the source of a good
actor’s experience” (Comey 172.) It’s a false assumption that empathy occurs
as a copy of “author’s” (i. e., performer’s) emotions by audience. We don’t
react to the events themselves, but to their meaning for us. On that account, if
an actor’s emotion is an «event» then audience’s emotion is a «reaction»
towards it. «Intimacy and empathy complement each other. Empathy means
being emotionally involved in the other person’s feelings. Intimacy is receiving
those feelings and freely responding with an appropriate emotion, but not
necessarily the same emotion» (Comey 172).
Emotions are evaluation of outer and inner worlds’ stimuli. Emotions
provide operational materials to an individual and have their expressions. This
way, evocating emotions for purpose affects means of communication in an
adequate and natural way.
Empathy, as a result of interiorization, is of a great importance in
performer-to-audience communication realm. Conventionality of means of
non-verbal communication should be taken into consideration in performance
preparation.
Keywords: body language, perception, intellectual, associative, and
emotional components of performance, audience’s reaction.
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